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INTRODUCTION 
Probably one of the most conceptual descriptions of nonsingularity in 
algebraic geometry is given by the Jacobian criterion, i.e., by a differential 
criterion. It seems of interest to investigate the extent to which differential 
criteria enter into the algebraic machinery around the resolution of 
singularities. We shall provide some criteria concerning the concept of a 
permissible center for a blowing-up. 
The results are as follows: 
Let k be a fixed ground field of characteristic 0, and let R be a noetherian 
k-algebra which is a G-ring; i,e., all of its localizations at prime ideals have 
everywhere smooth formal tibres. If P E Spec R is maximally differential for 
some set 3 of k-derivations on R, then P is permissible (as a center for a 
blowing-up), and any reasonably defined differential module of finite type for 
(R, a) is normally flat along P. A rather simple example shows that 
permissibility actually is a weaker concept than being maximally differential. 
On the other hand, we obtain (at least in the local case) a “graded” 
differential criterion which characterizes in traditional algebro-geometric 
situations the permissibility of P by the fact that the augmentation ideal in 
gr,(R) is maximally differential for some set of homogeneous k-derivations 
(of degree 0) on gr,(R). 
1. MAXIMALLY DIFFERENTIAL PRIMES ARE PERMISSIBLE 
Let k be a fixed ground field of characteristic 0. For every (unital 
commutative) k-algebra R, Der,(R, R) will denote the R-module of k- 
derivations on R. 
Let 9 c Der,(R, R) be an arbitrary subset; then D, c Der,(R,, RP) will 
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mean the set of extended derivations (extended to the localization R,, 
PE Spec R). 
(1.1) LEMMA. Let R be a regular local k-algebra, and let 
% c Der,(R, R) be an arbitrary R-submodule. Assume that dim R > 2, and 
that the maximal ideal m of R is not B-invariant. Then there is a 
P E Spec R\(O, m} and some a, c 3, such that P is maximally B&variant. 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on dim R. dim R = 2: m is not a- 
invariant; hence there is a regular parameter s E m\m* and some d E b such 
that ds = 1. Now consider d, the extension of d to R, the m-adic completion 
of R. By 19, Lemma 4, p. 5261, R contains a ring R, of representatives for 
R/k, such that a@,) = 0 and such that d = R, [ [s]], i.e., s is analytically 
independent over 2,. In our special situation R i is clearly a DVR of the 
form R, =K[ [t]], K = R/m. Thus we have a t E R such that dt= 0, and 
such that P = l?t is a maximally d-invariant prime ideal of R. But then 
P = P n R is a maximally d-invariant prime ideal of R, since 0 $ P $ m and 
ds= 1. 
Now assume dim R > 3. 
We choose a prime ideal Q or R such that ht Q = dim R - 1, which is not 
%invariant (observe that R has a unique largest a-invariant prime ideal 
Q, f m; hence such a Q clearly exists). Now, dim R, = dim R - 1 > 2, and 
QR, is not Do-invariant, since Q is not a-invariant (cf. [7, (1.8)]). Hence by 
the inductive hypothesis there is a P E Spec R, 0 $ P $ Q, and some a,, c 5) 
such that PR, is maximally (%,),-invariant. Again by [7, (1.8)] we conclude 
that P must be maximally ‘I),-invariant. This finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Recall that a prime ideal P in a noetherian local ring R is said to be 
permissible in R (as a center for a blowing-up) if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) regularity: R/P is regular, 
(ii) normal flatness: R is normally flat along P, i.e., the graded R/P- 
algebra gr,(R) = Ona P”/P”+’ is R/P-flat. 
We shall use the notion of permissibility in the nonlocal case also. 
Recall furthermore that a noetherian ring R is said to be a G-ring if for 
any P E Spec R, the canonical map R, -2, of the local ring R, into its 
completion is regular (i.e., if for each p E Spec R, the libre Rp oRp K(p) is 
geometrically regular over K(p), the residue field of p). 
Noetherian complete local rings as well as algebras of finitely generated 
type over fields are G-rings (cf. [3, Chap. 131 for details). 
(1.2) THEOREM. Let R be a noetherian k-algebra which is a G-ring, and 
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let 9 c Der,(R, R) be arbitrary. If P E Spec R is maximally B-invariant, 
then P is permissible. 
-- 
ProoJ: R = R/P is also a G-ring, and if a c Der,(R, R) denotes the set of 
induced derivations, then R is clearly %simple (i.e., R has no nontrivial Ib- 
invariant ideals), hence a regular ring (cf. [ 1, corollary to Theorem 1 I). 
In order to prove the normal flatness of R along P, we first observe that 
we may assume R to be local. On the one hand, gr,(R) is R/P-flat if and 
only if grPR,(Rm) is RdPR,-flat for all maximal ideals m lying over P. On 
the other hand, if P is maximally a-invariant, then PR, is maximally a,,,- 
invariant for all maximal m in question. Thus the reduction to the local case 
is clear. The rest of he proof follows using induction on dim R/P. For 
dim R/P = 0 there is nothing to prove, and for dim R/P = 1 we have only to 
show the torsionfreeness of gr,(R). But by [4, Corollary 1.21 this is 
equivalent o the fact that all P”, it > 1, are primary. Now, for every n > 1, 
P” is a-invariant, and thus all its associated primes must be a-invariant also 
(cf. (8, Theorem I]). But P is maximally a-invariant, which yields the 
required result. 
Now assume dim R/P > 2. 
Since R= R/P is B-simple, and since we may assume without loss of -- 
generality that a is actually an R-submodule of Der,(R, R), the foregoing 
lemma applies. Arguing first in R, and then applying the results to R, we 
obtain a Q E Spec R, such that P $ Q 6 m (the maximal ideal of R), and 
some a, c 3, such that Q is maximally Do-invariant (which implies the 
regularity of R/Q). 
Now, by the transitivity of normal flatness (cf. [ 2, Theorem 3, p. 200 j), it 
suffices to show that grc(R) is R/Q-flat, and that gr,,,(R,J is R,/PR,-flat. 
Observe first that dim R/Q < dim R/P, and also that dim R,/PR, < dim R/P. 
Hence the inductive hypothesis yields everything we need, since Q is 
maximally X),-invariant and PR, is maximally Do-invariant. This completes 
the proof of our theorem. 
The following example shows that a converse of the above theorem does 
not hold, even in rather mild classical situations. 
(1.3) EXAMPLE. Let 9I = k[ [X, Y]] be the formal power series ring in 
two variables over k, with maximal ideal VII = (X, Y). Set ‘Q = (Y), and 
consider 3 = (P), where 
Iqx, Y)= Y*+x*Y= Y(Y+P). 
R = ‘%/3 is a l-dimensional reduced complete local k-algebra, with 
maximal ideal m = W/3. 
P = v/3 is permissible in R by Hironaka’s standard-base criterion (cf. [2, 
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Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, p. 1961). Since P is a minimal prime ideal of R, it 
is invariant under all k-derivations of R. 
It remains to show that m = 9JI/3 is also invariant under all k-derivations 
of R. 
By [6, (2.1)] all k-derivations of R are actually induced by k-derivations 
of 9I leaving 3 invariant. Thus it sufftces to determine 9 = {D E Der,(%, ‘3): 
03 c 3} and to show that D9Jl c 9JI for all D E a. 
First we observe that CD, = {D E TJ: DF = 0) = ‘itID,,, where 
On the other hand, D, = {X(a/JX) + f Y(i?/aY) leaves F fixed, i.e., D, F = I;; 
thus we conclude immediately that a = 9lD,, + SD,. 
But D,IIRc!.Ut’ and D,!Ulc’iN; hence D’iUlc!Ul for all DE3. 
Note that R contains k[[X]], the formal power series ring in the indeter- 
minate X over k, as a k-subalgebra of representatives for R= R/P, and that 
the derivative a/ax on k[ [Xl] cannot be extended to a k-derivation of R. 
It should be pointed out that although (1.2) does not furnish a nice 
equivalence between some differential condition and permissibility, it 
nevertheless provides an interesting (global and uniform) method for 
constructing permissible primes, at least in classical geometric situations: 
First one must determine all derivations in a polynomial ring or a power 
series ring leaving invariant an ideal given explicitly by some finite set of 
generators. Then one must find the prime overideals of this ideal which are 
maximally invariant for appropriate subsets of the set of derivations in 
question. This seems more practicable than searching for standard bases or 
calculating the relevant Hilbert functions in all local situations. 
2. COMPLEMENTARY RESULTS 
Let R be a k-algebra, 9 c Der,(R, R) a fixed set of k-derivations on R, A4 
an R-module, and R = E(R, M) the canonical split extension of R by M 
(idealization of M). We shall call M differentially admissible for R (more 
precisely: for the differential ring (R, a)), whenever 3 can be extended to a 
set 3 of k-derivations on I? in the simplest possible way, i.e., whenever for 
every d E 3 there is a k-linear map f: M-r M, such that a(r, m) = (&,fm) 
defines a k-derivation on a= E(R, M). Note that we do not insist on a 
concrete (differential) structure on M, but only on its possibility. At any rate, 
there exist interesting R-modules which are differentially admissible (for 
appropriate a; see [S, Sects. 1 and 21). 
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(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let R be a noetherian k-algebra which is a G-ring, 
XJ c Der,(R, R) arbitrary, and let P E Spec R be maximally B-invariant. 
Then every finitely generated R-module M which is dtflerentially admissible 
for R is normally ftat along P, i.e., gr,(M) = Ona0 P’M/,“’ ‘M is a flat R/P- 
module. 
Proof. Consider R”= E(R, M). ‘D extends to 9 c Der,(R, R), and 
P = P &I M is a maximally $-invariant prime ideal of R. R” is an R-algebra 
of finite type, hence a G-ring as well. Thus we can apply (1.2): gr,@) is flat 
over R/p = R/P. Now, again by (1.2), gr,(R) is also a flat R/P-module. But 
gr,-(I?) is an R/P-direct sum of gr,(R) and gr,(M), since for all n 2 1 
p/p&l =Pn/P”fI @ P”-‘M/P”M. Thus our assertion is proved. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. If, in the situation of (2.1), the universal-finite 
module of k-dt&entials D,(R) for R (cf. [5]) exists, then D,(R) is normally 
flat along P. 
In particular, if R is offinitely generated type over k (resp. complete local 
with residue field K of finite type over k), then R,,, (resp. fi,,,) is normally 
flat along P. 
We shall now proceed to prove a theorem which yields a necessary and 
sufficient differential characterization of permissibility, at least in a graded 
version. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let R be a noetherian local k-algebra (with maximal ideal 
m and residue field K = R/m), which is complete in its m-adic topology. Let 
P E Spec R be permissible. Then R = R/P is a formal power series ring, R = 
Kl[t , ,..., t,]], and the partial derivatives d, ,..., d, on R can be extended to 
homogeneous K-derivations D, ,..., D, (of degree 0) on gr,(R). Furthermore, 
there is a set of generators for the R-algebra gr,(R), on which D, ,..., D, 
vanish simultaneously. 
Proof: Represent R as a homomorphic image of a power series ring 3t = 
K[[T,,..., T,]] (with maximal ideal 9JI = (T, ,..., T,,)), such that the prime 
ideal Cp of 31 mapping onto P is of the form !JI = (T,, I ,..., T,,), i.e., 
R/P = m/v = K[ [t, ,..., t,]] (with ti = Ti mod Cp, 1 < i < r). 
By [2, Theorem 2, p. 1951, there exists a set of generators F,,..., F,,, of 
3 = Ker(% + R), such that vqR(F,) = vq(Fj) for 1 <j < m (where vIIR and vg 
denote the order functions associated with the %R-adic and V-adic filtrations 
on !R), and such that the initial forms f, ,..., f, of F, ,..., F,,, in grsn(!X) =
K[ T, v..., T,,] generate the ideal 
u-d% 3) = KeGmtCV -+ gr,(R)). 
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Since YJI = (T ,,..., T,) and 1, = (T,, ,,..., T,), the equalities vsn(Fj) = vV(Fj), 
1 <j< m, imply immediately that fi ,..., f,,, E K[T,+ r ,..., Tn], i.e., the 
variables T, ,..., T, do not occur in f, ,..., f,. N ow consider the exact sequence 
0 + gr,(3, %) -+ grV(%) --, gr,(R) + 0, where gr&Q = %/‘P[ T,, , ,..., T,,] = 
K[Lt , ,..., t,] I IT,+ 1 T..., Tn]. By the foregoing observations, f ,..., f, are also 
the initial forms of F , ,..., F, in gr,(R); hence by [2, Lemma 7, p. 1901, we 
have: gr,(3, %) is also generated by fi ,..., f,,,. Let d, ,..., d, denote equally the 
extensions of the partial derivatives on K[ [tl,..., t,.]] to gr&X); then 
obviously d,fi = 0 for 1 < i < r, 1 Q j < m. Hence gr,(!J, 9I) is {d, ,..., d,}- 
invariant. The last assertion of the lemma is now also immediate, and thus 
the lemma is proved. 
Let R be a noetherian local k-algebra (with maximal ideal m and residue 
field K = R/m), and let P be a prime ideal of R. We shall call P differentially 
smooth if and only if R= R/P is a regular local ring, such that there exists a 
regular system of parameters (s,..., t,) of R with the following property: the 
partial derivatives d, ,..., d, on R = K[ [t , ,..., t,]] leave d invariant, i.e., induce 
k-derivations d, ,..., d, on R. Note that P is differentially smooth whenever 
R= R/P is complete or R,, (which is a free R-module whenever R is 
formally smooth over k) has an R-base composed of differentials of a regular 
system of parameters for R together with differentials of elements of K n I? 
(e.g., if R is of finitely generated type over k (cf. [7, (3.1)]). 
Note furthermore that if P is differentially smooth, then R= R/P is 
V I ,..., d,}-simple (cf. [7, (3. l)]). 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let R be a noetherian local k-algebra, and let P be a 
prime ideal of R. 
(1) If P is permissible and dt@erentially smooth, then there is a yinite) 
set a,, of homogeneous k-derivations (of degree 0) on gr,(R), such that 
Ker(gr,(R) + R/P) is maximally D,-invariant. 
(2) If R is a G-ring, and if there is a set a,, of homogeneous k- 
derivations (of degree 0) on gr,(R), such that Ker(gr,(R) --t R/P) is 
maximally %),-invariant, then P is permissible. 
Proof. (1) Choose a set of generators {x, ,..., x,} for the maximal ideal 
m of R, such that (t, = x1 mod P ,..., t, = x, mod P) is a regular system of 
parameters for the regular local ring E= R/P, and such that 
p = (xr+ 1 ,***, x,). We may clearly assume Xj 6?? P* for all j. When passing to 
t2e m-adic completion I?, the situation remains unchanged (observe that 
R = R/p is regular too). Keep in mind that the relevant generators for t?t and 
p are actually taken from R. 
Now, represent R as a homomorphic image of the formal power series ring 
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!I = K[ [ T, ,..., T,,] 1, K = R/m, such that Ti + xi, 1 < i ( n, i.e., R = %/3 for 
some ideal D&of 31, and Is = ‘Q/3, where !l.I = (T,, 1 ,..., T,,) II 3. 
Finally, R = !I/‘$ =x/p= K[[t,,..., t,]]. Note, by the way, that R 
contains the formal power series ring K[ [x, ,..., x,]] as a ring of represen- 
tatives for R = R/I? Since gr,@) = gr,(R) OR R (cf. [2, Lemma 9, p. 198]), 
P is permissible in R. Furthermore, gr,(R) is a k-s%balgebra of grg(R). By 
virtue of (2.3), the partial derivatives d, ,..., d, on R = K[ [t, ,..., tr]] can be 
extended to homogeneous K-derivations D, ,..., D, (of degree 0) on grp(R), 
which vanish simultaneously on a generating set for the R-algebra grI;(R). 
More precisely, by our choice made at the beginning of the proof, this 
generating set &+ , ,..., h,} is actually contained in P/P*, i.e., it already 
generates the R-algebra gr,(R). Now, d,,..., d, restrict to k-derivations 
d r ,..., d, on R (without loss of generality); on the other hand, their extensions 
D r ,..., D, on gr&) vanish simultaneously on a set of generators for the R- 
algebra gr,(R) c gra(R). Thus D, ,..., D, induce homogeneous k-derivations 
(of degree 0) on gr,(R) such that Ker(gr,(R)-+ R/P) is maximally 
P , ,..., D, }-invariant (since R= R/P is {d, ,..., d,}-simple). 
(2) R is a G-ring, hence R= R/P is a G-ring, and thus gr,(R) is also a 
G-ring (being an R-algebra of finite type). Set 
P# = @ P”/p+ ’ = Ker(gr,(R) + R/P). 
USI 
Theorem (1.2) immediately yields the following: P# is permissible in 
gr,(R), i.e., gr,(R)/P# = R/P is regular, and gr,#(gr,(R)) is a flat R/P- 
algebra. But gr,#(gr,(R)) = gr,(R), and thus the permissibility of P is 
proved. This finishes the proof of our theorem. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. Let R be a noetherian local k-algebra which is either 
complete or offinitely generated type over k, and let P E Spec R be arbitrary. 
Then P is permissible if and only if there is a set a,, of homogeneous k- 
derivations (of degree 0) on gr,(R), such that Ker(gr,(R) --t R/P) is 
maximally ah-invariant. 
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